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interactions. A custom tele-operation interface that runs 
either on a tablet or laptop computer allows researchers, 
caregivers, or teachers to speak and act “as” the robot. 
 

 
Figure 2: The tablet-based tele-operation interface for the 

dragonbot, which allows remote presence interactions. 

The robots can display different emotions and internal 
states through their body motion and facial expressions, 
including agreement, disagreement, surprise, interest, 
confusion, and shyness, among others.  They can follow or 
direct a child’s gaze by turning their bodies and moving 
their eyes. Speech is available through pre-recorded audio 
tracks or real-time voice streaming and voice pitch shifting 
from the tele-operation interface.  

 

3. LEARNING COMPANION 
The robots are versatile and could support a variety of 
interactions and curricula.  For example, in upcoming 
work, we use plastic animals as well as tablet-based games 
as conversation props or play scenarios. In an initial study, 
a DragonBot played a digital tablet-based “food-sharing” 
game with preschool-age children and their parents [1]. 
This study revealed that through the interaction, children 
engaged in communicative and social behaviors, as well as 
language mimicry [1]. Parents guided children’s behavior 
and reinforced the robot as a social actor in the interaction, 
without prompting. This highlights how educational 
technologies, like these robots, are not designed to be 
replacements for parents or teachers – quite the opposite. 
The goal is to supplement what caregivers are already 
doing and scaffold or model beneficial behaviors that 
caregivers may not know to use. 

 

4.  CONCLUSION 
Our goal is to demonstrate the efficacy of the DragonBot 
platform as an engaging and social learning companion, 

peer, and conversation partner for young children. Future 
work includes refining the robot’s repertoire of behaviors, 
introducing more autonomy, developing more extensive 
curricula and games to support joint child-robot language 
activities, and formally evaluating the robot’s abilities to 
support language development at a local preschool. 
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